YOUTH Summer WORKSHOPS 2018
**BEADING WORKSHOP: GARDEN EXPLORATION #AC008**
Instructor: Kim Wallander

Explore the world of gardening through a variety of beaded projects. Students will learn how to create unique beaded pieces including garden decorations and garden creatures, such as ladybugs, dragonflies, and butterflies.

**DRAWING WORKSHOP #AC009**
Instructor: Karen Krebsky

Develop the skills needed to train the eyes and hands to see and draw objects more realistically. Students will participate in a series of fun projects each day to put learned skills into practice. The students will also have time to work on a drawing project of their choosing.

**TEEN ARTISANS MORNING**

**LOST FOAM CASTING: METAL SCULPTURES #AC010**
Instructor: Aaron Reimers

Create imaginative metal sculptures using the technique of lost foam casting. Students will learn each step to this fascinating process, starting with mold making and concluding with finishing the casting. Each student will leave with a one-of-a-kind sculptural piece.

**LEARN TO SEW: MODERN HIVE WALL ART #AC011**
Instructor: Lynn Konitzer

Learn design techniques with appliqué and binding. Students will design and construct a wall art panel while developing basic sewing skills. Once the piece is constructed, the student will use the long arm sewing machine to complete their work of art.
EMERGING ARTISANS
AFTERNOON

Monday & Wednesday July 9-18
⏰ 01:00PM-04:00PM

JEWELRY MAKING WORKSHOP  #AC012
Instructor: Julian Laurich
Create your own jewelry using a variety of metalsmithing techniques. Students will learn safety procedures while exploring the jewelry studio and developing new artistic skills.

LEARN TO SEW: SUNBURST WALL ART  #AC013
Instructor: Lynn Konitzer
Learn design techniques with appliqué and binding. Students will design and construct a wall art panel while developing basic sewing skills. Once the piece is constructed, the student will use the long arm sewing machine to complete their work of art.

WOODTURNING BASICS  #AC014
Instructor: Pete Schuh
Create beautiful wooden spindles, vases, and bowls while learning how to use a wood lathe. Students will learn how to prepare wood for turning, insert the wood into the lathe, and use a variety of cutting tools to create unique wooden forms.

WHEEL THROWING WORKSHOP  #AC015
Instructor: Keith Carter
Practice throwing clay on the potter’s wheel while developing new skills in the ceramics studio. Students will learn how to wedge clay, center clay, and raise vessel walls using a variety of throwing techniques. This class will also teach students how to integrate hand-built clay components and underglaze techniques to create striking clay forms.

TEEN ARTISANS
AFTERNOON

Monday & Wednesday July 9-18
⏰ 01:00PM-04:00PM

JEWELRY MAKING WORKSHOP  #AC012
Instructor: Julian Laurich
Create your own jewelry using a variety of metalsmithing techniques. Students will learn safety procedures while exploring the jewelry studio and developing new artistic skills.

LEARN TO SEW: SUNBURST WALL ART  #AC013
Instructor: Lynn Konitzer
Learn design techniques with appliqué and binding. Students will design and construct a wall art panel while developing basic sewing skills. Once the piece is constructed, the student will use the long arm sewing machine to complete their work of art.

WOODTURNING BASICS  #AC014
Instructor: Pete Schuh
Create beautiful wooden spindles, vases, and bowls while learning how to use a wood lathe. Students will learn how to prepare wood for turning, insert the wood into the lathe, and use a variety of cutting tools to create unique wooden forms.

WHEEL THROWING WORKSHOP  #AC015
Instructor: Keith Carter
Practice throwing clay on the potter’s wheel while developing new skills in the ceramics studio. Students will learn how to wedge clay, center clay, and raise vessel walls using a variety of throwing techniques. This class will also teach students how to integrate hand-built clay components and underglaze techniques to create striking clay forms.
Emerging Artisans Workshops (ages 8-12)
Teen Workshops (ages 13-18)

COST TO ATTEND: $120.00 per student
Includes all materials, supplies, and use of tools

REGISTER ONLINE AT:
www.nwtc.edu/artclasses

REGISTER BY PHONE:
920.544.5018

If you register for full day programming, please pack a lunch for the break.
If registering multiple students from the same family, use discount code MultipleReg for $10.00 off each registration.